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Abstract
We analyze the action of Toric (Seiberg) duality on the combined mesonic and
baryonic moduli space of quiver gauge theories obtained from D3 branes at Calabi-
Yau singularities. We analyze in particular the structure of the master space, the
complete moduli space for one brane, for different toric phases of a given singularity.
We show that the Hilbert Series for the largest component of the master space of
different phases is the same, when refined with all the non anomalous charges. This
reflects the fact that the quiver gauge theories associated with different phases are
related by Seiberg duality when the number of branes is greater than one.
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1 Introduction
The moduli space and the BPS operators are very important concepts for N = 1 super-
symmetric field theories. These have been recently analyzed, in the context of D3 branes
at singularities, using the concepts of Master space, Hilbert series and Plethystic expo-
nential in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The moduli space and the chiral ring are sometimes
modified by non perturbative dynamics. It is interesting to see if we can get some infor-
mation about this dynamics using the Master space and the Hilbert series 4. In this paper
we focus on Seiberg Duality. This is a quantum field theory duality that it is realized as
Toric Duality in the setup of D3 branes at singularities. Toric Duality was discovered in
[11], analyzed in [12, 13, 14] and identified as Seiberg duality in [15, 16]. It corresponds
to a situation in which one singular CY manifold has more than one quiver gauge theory
that has this manifold as its mesonic moduli space of vacua. Given a CY singularity, X
there are in fact an infinite number of gauge theories that have X as their mesonic moduli
space of vacua and there are several studies of this in the literature. See for example the
use of Picard Lefshetz transformations introduced in this context in [17, 18] to generate
the corresponding duality trees [19]. There is however a special subset of quiver gauge
theories that are the focus of the present paper. If the singularity X is toric, then this
4One example in this direction is the relation discovered in [10] between stringy instantons and BPS
operators.
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special subset is characterized by having the ranks of all the gauge groups equal, and each
field in the quiver appears pr! ecisely twice in the superpotential. Such a quiver theory
is called a toric phase and the singularity X may have more than one toric phase. The
number of toric phases is in fact a finite number and it is an interesting problem to count
this number for a given singularity X . The analysis of toric phases for certain classes of
quiver gauge theories called the Y pq theories was done in [20] and was found to have an
exponential growth in p for small values of q.
From a field theory perspective, for theories which are not necessarily living on D3
branes at singularities, Seiberg dual theories have the same moduli space and the same
spectrum of chiral operators. This nicely agrees with our understanding of the mesonic
moduli space for the theories on D3 branes at singularities. It is X in the abelian case,
and SymNX in the non-abelian case, for all toric phases. This leaves a question on the
baryonic moduli space or alternatively the combined mesonic and baryonic moduli space
for this class of theories. This is the subject of investigation in the present paper.
In this paper we look at a collection of examples, X , which have more than one
toric phase and we will study their full moduli space, including baryonic directions. A
systematic investigation of the full spectrum of chiral operators has been carried out in
the series of papers [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A crucial ingredient in the analysis is the concept
of the master space, which is the complete moduli space for one brane. In the case
of one brane all gauge groups, being abelian, decouple in the IR and we are left with a
theory of chiral multiplets and no gauge interactions (these still play a crucial role and
turn into global baryonic symmetries). The master space is generically reducible into
different components that have a variety of structures and a variety of dimensions. There
is one large component called the coherent component and there are a number of other
lower dimensional (generically linear) components. Here linear means copies of some Cl
for some value of l. In this paper we study the action of toric duality on the master space
and we compute the Hilbert series for each toric phase. It turns out that the coherent
component of the master spaces of different phases are in general not isomorphic and the
number of lower dimensional components differ between the phases. Furthermore, the
fully refined Hilbert series for the coherent component, written in terms of fugacities for
all the classical global symmetries of the theory, are not equal for different phases. This is
a somewhat disappointing result but there is however a point of light. Some of the global
symmetries are anomalous and some are anomaly free. We discover that the Hilbert series
of the coherent component restricted to the set of non-anomalous charges is the same in
all phases. In particular, for non-chiral theories, where all the abelian symmetries are non
anomalous, we conclude that the coherent components of different phases are isomorphic.
This is the action of toric duality on the master space.
We interpret this result as a consequence (or a check) of Seiberg duality. Theories
corresponding to different phases are Seiberg dual for N > 1 (here and henceforth N
denotes the number of D3 branes probing the singularity). Dual theories have the same
spectrum of chiral operators, which can be organized into representations of the non-
anomalous global symmetry group. Anomalous symmetries, on the other hand, are not
physical and can be different in different phases. As argued in [5, 7, 9], the generating
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function for the largest component of the moduli space of the theory with N branes can
be reconstructed from the knowledge of the Hilbert series for the coherent component of
the master space. This is done by decomposing the Hilbert series into sectors with definite
baryonic charge and by counting symmetric products through the Pletystic Exponential
in each sector. It is then an interesting check of the procedure just explained that the
Hilbert series for the coherent component of different phases is the same when expressed
in terms of the non anomalous charges.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the general problem and
present the main result of this paper in the form of a conjecture. We next proceed with
examples. We analyze chiral and non-chiral theories. There is a class of toric non-chiral
quiver gauge theories which is characterized by toric diagrams that have no internal points.
This class is well studied in the literature and consists of the C3/(Z2×Z2) orbifold, together
with the Laba class of theories, introduced in [21, 22] and further studied in [23, 24, 25].
The C3/(Z2×Z2) model, being an orbifold of C3 has only one toric phase 5 and therefore
is trivial for the discussion at hand that requires toric singularities which have more than
one toric phase. Laba theories have a number of toric phases and their master space is
studied in Section 3. The number of toric phases depends on a and b and is computed
in section 3.2.1. In Section 4, we first analyze in detail the case of the two phases of F0,
which is the simplest chiral model with more than one phase, and for which we can also
compute the generating functions for N > 1. We then analyze selected examples of chiral
theories, including dP2 and dP3. In Section 5, we discuss the generating functions for
N > 1. The paper ends with conclusions and an Appendix on technical details about the
Hilbert Series.
2 The Coherent Component
We analyze the quiver gauge theories living on D3 branes at singularities focusing on toric
phases where all gauge groups have the same rank, N , equal to the number of D3 branes.
The gauge symmetry is thus U(N)g, where g is the number of gauge groups.
The master space F ♭ is defined as the set of solutions of the F-term constraints when
all the chiral multiplets are regarded as c-numbers. Since all abelian groups decouple in
the IR, this is the same as the IR moduli space of the quiver theory for N = 1. The master
space F ♭ is a toric variety of dimension g + 2. The g + 2 toric action corresponds to the
global U(1) symmetries of the quiver theory: three mesonic symmetries corresponding to
the isometries of X plus g−1 baryonic symmetries corresponding to the g−1 U(1) gauge
symmetries that decouple in the IR. There are g − 1 gauge symmetries since the overall
U(1) in the quiver is decoupled from the Lagrangian. Only d of the U(1) symmetries are
anomaly free, where d is the number of external points in the toric diagram 6. The three
5Orbifolds of C3 always have a single toric phase since the number of flavors per gauge group is always
3 and therefore any Seiberg duality will change the rank of the gauge group.
6d counts the number of integer points on the perimeter of the toric diagram; integer points on the
sides of the diagram, which correspond to orbifold singularities of the base of X , should be counted.
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mesonic symmetries are always non-anomalous.
The master space is generically reducible. It decomposes into a large non-trivial com-
ponent, called the coherent component and denoted IrrF ♭, plus other lower dimensional
pieces, typically linear. This is similar to the familiar decomposition of the moduli space
of N = 2 supersymmetric theories into Higgs and Coulomb branches. As shown in [5, 7],
IrrF ♭ is a g + 2 dimensional Calabi Yau cone. For N = 1 there are no gauge groups and
no strong gauge dynamics. The moduli space can be computed at the classical level. The
Abelian nature does not allow the use of Seiberg duality to argue that the N = 1 moduli
space is the same for different phases. In fact, we will see that, in general, different phases
have different N = 1 moduli spaces. In particular, the structure and the number of linear
components are different. More subtle is the fate of the coherent component under toric
duality that we now examine.
A very useful tool to characterize a toric variety is its fully refined Hilbert series.
We introduce a set of auxiliary parameters (fugacities) {ti}g+2i=1 and define the generating
function for holomorphic functions
g1({ti}) =
∑
nk1,...,kg+2t
k1
1 · · · tkg+2g+2 , (2.1)
where nk1,...,kg+2 is the number of holomorphic functions with charge {k1, . . . , kg+2} under
the global U(1)g+2 symmetry. The set of holomorphic functions on the master space is
just given by all polynomials in the chiral fields modulo the F-terms and the Hilbert series
can be viewed as the generating function for the N = 1 chiral ring that includes both
mesonic and baryonic objects. We can write Hilbert series for the full master space and
for its coherent component. The latter being irreducible, affine, and toric is completely
specified by its set of holomorphic functions. The fully refined Hilbert series contains all
information about the coherent component.
On an empirical basis, it was observed in [7] that the coherent components of different
toric phases are not equal. A particular feature is their fully refined Hilbert series which are
different. This fully refined Hilbert series contains however both anomalous and anomaly
free charges. Since we are interested in applications to quantum field theory, a generating
function which is graded by all symmetries, including the anomalous ones, is too much to
require. Anomalous charges are not good quantum numbers in theories with N > 1 and
cannot be used in comparing different phases. Only global non-anomalous symmetries
are invariant under Seiberg duality. Correspondingly, the number of chiral operators with
equal non-anomalous quantum numbers agree in different phases, but nothing can be said
about their anomalous charges. It then makes sense to consider a Hilbert series which is
partially refined with respect to all the d non-anomalous charges. We will see through
examples that this partially refined Hilbert series is now an invariant under toric duality
and we formulate the following
CONJECTURE Toric phases of quiver toric gauge theories have the same Hilbert
Series of the Coherent Component of the master space IrrF ♭, refined in terms of all the
fugacities of the global non anomalous U(1) field theory charges.
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A special case of this conjecture is when the quiver theory is non-chiral. In all such
cases all global U(1) symmetries are anomaly free and the coherent components of the
various toric phases are invariant under toric (Seiberg) duality. On the other hand, for
chiral theories the coherent components of different toric phases are generically different.
The different algebraic structure can be learned and is specified by their fully refined
(including anomalous charges) Hilbert Series.
3 Non-Chiral Theories
Quiver gauge theories are non-chiral if every edge in the quiver has the same number of
arrows in both directions. See Figure 1 for simple examples of non-chiral quivers. The
number of non anomalous U(1) global symmetries is g+ 2; equal to the dimension of the
coherent component of the master space IrrF ♭. In this case our generalConjecture implies
that the coherent components of Seiberg dual gauge theories are isomorphic algebraic
varieties.
We use the Laba theories as archetypal examples of non-chiral theories. They are
particularly easy to analyze in the context of this paper since there are many toric phases,
all of which have a simple brane interval realization. For every b ≥ a, positive integers, we
have a singularity Laba and a quiver gauge theory that can be realized in Type IIA with
D4 branes on a circle with b NS branes and a NS′ branes (see Figure 2). Toric phases
differ by a rearrangements of NS and NS′ branes on the circle. The number of all possible
arrangements is counted in Section 3.2.1.
Before entering into technical details and discussing specific examples of different
phases, we summarize the results of our analysis. Different phases have different lin-
ear components, corresponding in part to a variety of Coulomb branches. The coherent
component of the master space for the Laba theories is instead the same for all toric phases.
It is a a + b + 2 dimensional manifold of complete intersection given by a collection of
2a+ 2b variables which are subject to a + b− 2 quadratic equations. The corresponding
Hilbert series in one variable can be simply written as
Hab(t) =
(1− t2)a+b−2
(1− t)2(a+b) =
(1 + t)a+b−2
(1− t)a+b+2 , (3.2)
where t gives weight 1 for each generator and the relations are always quadratic. This can
be further refined by realizing that the master space has two non-abelian hidden global
symmetries which are induced by the structure of the toric diagram and are related to the
two singularities C2/Za and C
2/Zb. There are two hidden global symmetries SU(a) and
SU(b) under which the fields transform as one copy of the fundamental of each and one
copy of the antifundamental of each, giving all together 2a + 2b fields. With the abelian
charges the symmetry of the master space is SU(a)×SU(b)×U(1)4. We can parametrize
the 4 U(1) charges by assigning a fugacity ti, i = 1, . . . 4 to each of the 4 external points
in the toric diagram. Under these charges each copy of the 4 multiplets above carries a
different charge. The relations are singlets of the non-abelian groups. Getting all this
information together, the Hilbert series takes the form
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Hab(ti) = (1−t1t2)a−1(1−t3t4)b−1PE [t1[1, 0, . . . 0]a + t2[0, . . . , 0, 1]a + t3[1, 0, . . . 0]b + t4[0, . . . , 0, 1]b] .
(3.3)
A special case is when a = 0 and the L0b0 singularity is the N = 2 supersymmetric
orbifold C2/Zb×C with its corresponding N = 2 supersymmetric quiver. In this case the
global symmetry of the master space reduces to SU(b) × U(1)3 and the 2b generators of
the coherent component of the master space transform as one copy of the fundamental
[1, 0 . . . , 0] representation and one copy of the anti-fundamental [0 . . . , 0, 1] representation
of SU(b). There are only 3 external points in the toric diagram and the 3 fugacities
ti, i = 1, 2, 3 can again be assigned one per each of the external points. The Hilbert Series
takes the form
H0b(t1, t2, t3) = (1− t1t2)b−1PE [t1[1, 0, . . . 0]b + t2[0, . . . , 0, 1]b + t3] . (3.4)
This coincides with equation (3.2) with a = 0, all non-abelian fugacities are set to 1,
and all ti = t.
3.1 The double conifold
The double conifold L222 is the singular Z2 quotient of the conifold singularity. It is
defined by the quadric x2y2 = wz in C4. The IR dynamics of a stack of N regular D3
branes at the tip of the cone has two possible non-chiral UV descriptions. These are the
two supersymmetric gauge theories with quivers given in Figure 1 and superpotentials:
WI = X12X21X14X41 −X21X12X23X32 +X32X23X34X43 −X43X34X41X14
WII = X11(X12X21 −X14X41) +X33(X32X23 −X34X43) +X43X34X41X14 −X21X12X23X32
These gauge theories have the same mesonic moduli space of vacua and they are related
by toric (Seiberg) duality.
The IR properties of Seiberg dual gauge theories must be equivalent, and it is inter-
esting to understand what is the effect of Seiberg duality on the Master Space. For this
purpose let us compute the Hilbert series for the two phases.
The Hilbert series for the master space for each of the two phases, written as a function
of the fugacity for the R charge, t = ti of equation (3.2) are
H(t; (F ♭L222)I) =
1 + 2t+ 3t2 − 4t3 + 2t4
(1− t)6 ,
H(t; (F ♭L222)II) =
(1 + 2t+ 2t2 − 2t3 + t4)2
(1− t)6(1 + t)2 , (3.5)
where we give charge 1 to all bifundamental fields, and charge 2 to all adjoint fields 7.
The two Hilbert series are different. This fact gives a first hint that the two master
7To match with R charge 2 for the superpotential we need to rescale by a factor of 1/2.
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Figure 1: The quivers for the two phases of the double conifold and the corresponding brane
realizations in Type IIA in terms of D4 branes (in pink), NS5 branes (in green), and NS5′ branes
(in blue). As is indicated in the picture Seiberg Duality is performed on gauge group 4.
spaces are indeed not isomorphic. A direct analysis of the algebraic equations defining
the two Master Spaces reveals that they are not isomorphic varieties. They are indeed
both reducible and given by: (F ♭L222)I = (IrrF ♭L222)I ∪ (L1L222)I ∪ (L2L222)I , where:
(IrrF ♭L222)I = V(X23X32 −X41X14, X12X21 −X34X43)
(L1L222)I = V(X14, X41, X32, X23)
(L2L222)I = V(X43, X34, X21, X12) (3.6)
and (F ♭L222)II = (IrrF ♭L222)II ∪ (L1L222)II ∪ (L2L222)II ∪ (L3L222)II , where
(IrrF ♭L222)II = V(X41X14 −X33, X34X43 −X11, X23X32 −X11, X12X21 −X33)
(L1L222)II = V(X43, X34, X32, X23, X11, X12X21 −X41X14)
(L2L222)II = V(X14, X41, X21, X12, X33, X23X32 −X34X43)
(L3L222)II = V(X14, X41, X43, X34, X32, X23, X21, X12) (3.7)
Here and in the following, V({fi(X)}) denotes the zero locus of the set of algebraic
functions fi(X).
Equations (3.7), (3.6) show two typical behaviors of the master space of non-chiral
theories under Seiberg duality: the master spaces F ♭ of different toric phases are in
general non isomorphic and the number of smaller dimensional component Li is in general
different; the coherent components IrrF ♭ are instead isomorphic. In the case of the double
conifold it is indeed easy to see that the coherent components defined by the equations
in (3.7), (3.6) are isomorphic and define the product of two conifolds:
(IrrF ♭L222)I = (IrrF ♭L222)II = C × C . (3.8)
One can also compute the Hilbert series of the coherent components of the two phases.
They are obviously the same, equal to the Hilbert series of the product of two conifolds:
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H(t; IrrF ♭I) = H(t; IrrF ♭II) =
(1− t2)
(1− t)4
(1− t2)
(1− t)4 . (3.9)
This is consistent with equations (3.2) and (3.3), setting a = b = 2, ti = t and the
non-abelian fugacities to 1. Moreover one can compute the fully refined Hilbert series for
the two coherent components with all the six fugacities ti, i = 1, . . . , 4, for the abelian
charges and x1, x2, for the non-abelian charges, all of which being non anomalous global
symmetries:
H(t1, . . . , t4, x1, x2;
IrrF ♭I) = H(t1, . . . , t4, x1, x2; IrrF ♭II) = (3.10)
=
(1− t1t2)(1− t3t4)
(1− t1x1)(1− t1/x1)(1− t2x1)(1− t2/x1)(1− t3x2)(1− t3/x2)(1− t4x2)(1− t4/x2)
which is consistent with equation (3.3), with x1 and x2 weights for the SU(2) × SU(2)
symmetry. The full set of fugacities for the fields in the two phases of L222 are given
in Table 1. For a d dimensional toric variety the fully refined Hilbert series, with all
the d fugacities, associated with the U(1)d toric action, contains information that is in
one to one correspondence with the coordinate ring of holomorphic functions of the toric
variety. Hence also a correspondence to the points in the dual cone σ∗, modulo SL(d,Z)
transformations. This means that the fully refined Hilbert series defines the algebraic
variety modulo isomorphisms ( see Appendix A for more details). Indeed equation (3.10)
implies that (IrrF ♭L222)I and (IrrF ♭L222)II are isomorphic algebraic varieties, as we already
deduced from the direct analysis of the algebraic equations.
3.2 Laba
Laba with b ≥ a is an infinite class of non isolated singularities that includes the double
conifold, previously analized, as a special case: L222. The Laba singularities are described
by the quadric xayb = wz in C4. It reduces to the equation for the double conifold for
the particular values a = b = 2. The Laba singularities contain two lines of non isolated
singularities passing through the tip of the cone: C2/Za and C
2/Zb.
3.2.1 The number of Toric phases for Laba
With the help of the Polya’s Enumeration Theorem we can count the number of toric
phases for Laba. The formula does not have an explicit expression but we can write a
generating function which can compute the number of phases for given values of a and
b. To start the counting we use the Type IIA brane realization of this set of theories
with b NS branes and a NS′ branes. Toric phases differ by a different arrangement of
these branes on the circle. We are thus led to count the number ways one can arrange a
objects of one type and b objects of another type on a circle. The problem has obviously
a cyclic symmetry as we are ordering objects on a circle but in addition it has a dihedral
symmetry as a reflection of these objects on the circle does not change the theory under
discussion and the toric phase remains the same under the reflection. We are thus led to
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Phase I t1 t2 t3 t4 x1 x2 fugacities
fields
X12 1 0 0 0 1 0 t1x1
X34 1 0 0 0 −1 0 t1/x1
X43 0 1 0 0 1 0 t2x1
X21 0 1 0 0 −1 0 t2/x1
X23 0 0 1 0 0 1 t3x2
X41 0 0 1 0 0 −1 t3/x2
X14 0 0 0 1 0 1 t4x2
X32 0 0 0 1 0 −1 t4/x2
Phase II t1 t2 t3 t4 x1 x2 fugacities
fields
X12 1 0 0 0 1 0 t1x1
X41 1 0 0 0 −1 0 t1/x1
X33 1 1 0 0 0 0 t1t2
X14 0 1 0 0 1 0 t2x1
X21 0 1 0 0 −1 0 t2/x1
X23 0 0 1 0 0 1 t3x2
X34 0 0 1 0 0 −1 t3/x2
X11 0 0 1 1 0 0 t3t4
X43 0 0 0 1 0 1 t4x2
X32 0 0 0 1 0 −1 t4/x2
Table 1: Global charges for the basic fields of the two phases of the quiver gauge theory
living on the D-brane probing the CY with L222 base. Phase II is computed from phase
I by dualizing node 4.
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use the enumeration theorem with the dihedral index. A similar counting is done for the
number of toric phases of the Y pq quivers in [26, 20]. Define the Cyclic index to be
Z(Zp) = 1
p
∑
n|p
ϕ(n)xp/nn , (3.11)
where ϕ is the Euler Totient function defined by
ϕ(n) = n
∏
p|n
(
1− 1
p
)
, (3.12)
and the Dihedral index to be
Z(Dp) =


1
2
Z(Zp) + 12x1x(p−1)/22 , p odd
1
2
Z(Zp) + 14
(
x
p/2
2 + x
2
1x
(p−2)/2
2
)
, p even.
(3.13)
The variables xn keep track of the objects with n elements and it is enough to take for
the case at hand
xn = λ
n
1 + λ
n
2 . (3.14)
This means that for n elements there can either be n of one type or n of the other. Now
comes the magic of Polya’s theorem. When evaluating Z(Da+b) we find a homogeneous
polynomial in 2 variables λ1 and λ2,
Z(Da+b)(λ1, λ2) =
∑
a,b
da,bλ
a
1λ
b
2, (3.15)
and the desired result is the integer number da,b which counts the number of toric phases
for the Laba theories. For amusement we list the first few cases
Z(D1) = λ1 + λ2,
Z(D2) = λ21 + λ2λ1 + λ22,
Z(D3) = λ31 + λ2λ21 + λ22λ1 + λ32,
Z(D4) = λ41 + λ2λ31 + 2λ22λ21 + λ32λ1 + λ42,
Z(D5) = λ51 + λ2λ41 + 2λ22λ31 + 2λ32λ21 + λ42λ1 + λ52, (3.16)
Z(D6) = λ61 + λ2λ51 + 3λ22λ41 + 3λ32λ31 + 3λ42λ21 + λ52λ1 + λ62,
Z(D7) = λ71 + λ2λ61 + 3λ22λ51 + 4λ32λ41 + 4λ42λ31 + 3λ52λ21 + λ62λ1 + λ72,
Z(D8) = λ81 + λ2λ71 + 4λ22λ61 + 5λ32λ51 + 8λ42λ41 + 5λ52λ31 + 4λ62λ21 + λ72λ1 + λ82,
Z(D9) = λ91 + λ2λ81 + 4λ22λ71 + 7λ32λ61 + 10λ42λ51 + 10λ52λ41 + 7λ62λ31 + 4λ72λ21 + λ82λ1 + λ92.
We recognize the two phases of L222 as the coefficient of λ22λ
2
1.
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2ab−a
Figure 2: The quivers for phase I of the Laba gauge theories, and their brane realizations in
Type IIA
3.2.2 Toric phases for Laba and Seiberg duality
The IR dynamics of N D3 branes at the tip of the cone is a non-chiral gauge field theory
with gauge group
∏a+b
i=1 U(N). There are many different toric phases depending on the
arrangement of the NS and NS′ branes on the circle. These theories have different UV
Lagrangians, with different field content and different superpotentials, but they are all
equivalent in the IR and are related by toric (Seiberg) dualities.
Let us denote by ‘phase I’ the phase with the chiral field structure which is shown in
the quiver in Figure 2 and superpotential:
W =
b−a∑
i=1
Xii(Xi,i−1Xi−1,i −Xi,i+1Xi+1,i) +
a+b∑
j=b−a+1
(−1)j+1Xj,j−1Xj−1,jXj,j+1Xj+1,j
(3.17)
where the index i is cyclic modulo a+ b and the fields Xii transform in the adjoint repre-
sentation of the i-th gauge group, while Xi,j transforms in the fundamental representation
of the i-th group and in the anti-fundamental of the j-th group. We want to study the
coherent component IrrF ♭Laba of the master space for this particular toric phase. The co-
herent component is by definition the locus of the F-flat term equations where generically
each field has a non-zero vev.
Let us start with the degenerate case a = 0, b = n. In this particular case the gauge
theories have N = 2 supersymmetry and L0n0 = C2/Zn × C. It is easy to show that
IrrF ♭
C2/Zn×C = F ♭C2/Zn × C, and
F ♭
C2/Zn
= V(X1,nXn,1 −X1,2X2,1, . . . , Xn,n−1Xn−1,n −Xn,1X1,n). (3.18)
Namely IrrF ♭
C2/Zn×C is a product of equation (3.18) and the complex line parametrized
by the adjoint fields, which are all equal. To simplify the discussion we will ignore the
adjoint fields and the complex line C in the geometry transverse to the D3 branes. If we
call xi, i = 1, . . . , n, the monomial Xi,i+1Xi+1,i made with the fundamental fields at the
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right of every gauge group, the equations (3.18), defining the master space of C2/Zn, are
x1 = x2 = · · · = xn−1 = xn.
Let us now consider the generic Laba case. Let us enumerate the monomialsXi,i+1Xi+1,i
as follows: those drawn in solid line in Figure 2 are called xi, i = 1, . . . , a; the ones
drawn with dotted line are called yj , j = 1, . . . , b; and the adjoint fields are called φk,
k = 1, . . . , b − a. The coherent components of the master spaces of the Laba theories is
the locus of the F-term equations where generically all the fields are different from zero.
It is given by the equations: x1 = x2 = · · · = xa−1 = xa and y1 = y2 = · · · = yb−1 = yb =
φ1 = φ2 = · · · = φb−a−1 = φb−a in C3b+a. These equations describe algebraic varieties
isomorphic to the zero locus x1 = x2 = · · · = xa−1 = xa, y1 = y2 = · · · = yb−1 = yb
in C2b+2a. These are the equations describing the master space of C2/Za and C
2/Zb
respectively, and:
IrrF ♭Laba = F ♭C2/Za ×F ♭C2/Zb (3.19)
As explained above, a given singularity generically corresponds to many UV field
theories which are related by toric (Seiberg) dualities. The Laba gauge theories have an
easy description in Type IIA in term of D4, NS5, NS5′ branes as shown in Figure 2. In
this setup a Seiberg duality corresponds to the exchange of one NS5 brane with one NS5′
brane. Starting with the branes disposition in Figure 2 there are only two exchanges
of NS, NS′ branes that can affect the field theory content and the superpotential of the
theory and they are shown in Figure 3.
b
Seiberg duality
Seiberg duality
a
x y w u x y uw
a
x y w z u x wy z u
a
Figure 3: Two relevant toric phases in Laba quiver gauge theories. The labels x, y, w, z, u, are
for the quadratic monomials in the bifundamental fields, while the labels a, b are for the adjoint
fields.
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Seiberg duality is a local transformation of the quiver and of the superpotential and
thus it is a local change in the F-term equations defining IrrF ♭Laba . We will show that
the local equations for the coherent component of the different toric phases in Figure 3
are algebraically equivalent. Because the remaining part of the quiver is not changed by
Seiberg duality the previous observation implies that Seiberg duality is an isomorphism
of IrrF ♭Laba.
Let us use the labels defined in the Figure 3 for the quadratic monomials made with
the bifundamental fields. There are two possible elementary steps.
The equations defining IrrF ♭ for the upper left quiver are x = y = u and a = w, while
the equations defining the coherent component IrrF ♭S.d. of the Seiberg dual quiver on the
upper right are x = w = u and y = a. The two sets of equations are clearly isomorphic,
hence IrrF ♭ = IrrF ♭S.d..
Similarly, the equations defining IrrF ♭ for the bottom left quiver are x = w = u, and
y = z, while the equations defining IrrF ♭S.d. for the bottom right quiver are x = y = u = b,
and w = z = a. Once again these two sets of equations define isomorphic varieties, hence
IrrF ♭ = IrrF ♭S.d..
All the possible Seiberg dual phases of Laba can be obtained by combining the two
elementary transformations shown in Figure 3. This means that the coherent component
of the master space IrrF ♭Laba is invariant under Seiberg duality:
IrrF ♭Laba = IrrF ♭Laba
S.d.
(3.20)
Because IrrF ♭Laba is invariant under Seiberg duality the fully refined Hilbert series is invari-
ant under Seiberg duality, and our general Conjecture is right for the infinite class of
the Laba gauge theories.
4 Chiral theories
Chiral theories are very common in the setup of D3 branes at singularities and in the
AdS/CFT correspondence. For chiral theories part of the global U(1) symmetries are
anomalous and they do not have an explicit dual geometric interpretation. For this
reason part of the U(1)g+2 symmetries, which we use to completely characterize the toric
varieties IrrF ♭, is lost due to quantum dynamics. The dual geometric analysis done in
[9, 7] points towards the relevance of the coherent components of the master space IrrF ♭
for the study of the complete moduli space and the BPS operators for N > 1. In the
following subsections we will do a case by case analysis to see what we can learn about
the quantum dynamics using the concepts of the Master space and Hilbert series as tools
of study.
4.1 F0
The F0 theory is our first example of chiral gauge theory. It describes the low energy
dynamics of a stack of D3 branes at the tip of the complex cone over P1 × P1. It has two
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toric phases [11, 12] with the quivers in Figure 4, and the superpotentials:
WFI
0
= ǫijǫpqAiBpCjDq
WFII
0
= ǫijǫmnX
i
12X
m
23X
jn
31 − ǫijǫmnXm14X i43Xjn31
p
1 2
34
1 2
34
A
B
C
D
i
j
q
Figure 4: The toric diagram and the quivers for phases I and II of F0. Phase II is computed
by dualizing node 4 of phase I.
The Master Spaces of the two phases, F ♭
FI
0
, F ♭
FII
0
, were computed in [7],
F ♭
FI
0
= IrrF ♭
FI
0
∪ L1
FI
0
∪ L2
FI
0
,
F ♭
FII
0
= IrrF ♭
FII
0
∪ L1
FII
0
∪ L2
FII
0
∪ L3
FII
0
,
where the Li components are just copies of C4, while the two coherent components IrrF ♭
are defined by the following equations in fields of the gauge theory:
IrrF ♭
FI
0
= V(B2D1 −B1D2, A2C1 − A1C2) (4.21)
for the first phase, and:
IrrF ♭
FII
0
= V(X214X
1
23 −X114X223, X243X112 −X143X212, X114X143 −X112X123, X214X143 −X112X223,
X114X
2
43 −X212X123, X214X243 −X212X223, X2231X123 −X2131X223, X1231X123 −X1131X223,
X2231X
1
12 −X1231X212, X2131X112 −X1131X212, X1231X243 −X2231X143, X1131X243 −X2131X143,
X2131X
2
14 −X2231X114, X1131X214 −X1231X114, X1231X2131 −X1131X2231 )
(4.22)
for the second phase. From the equations (4.21), (4.22) it is easy to to see that IrrF ♭
FI
0
is
a complete intersection in C8 and it is isomorphic to the product of two conifolds: C × C;
while IrrF ♭
FII
0
is a quite complicated not complete intersection in C12.
We would like to get an understanding on how different these two varieties are. The
first step is to use a “more toric” description. Indeed the coherent component of the
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master space IrrF ♭ is in general a toric, g+2 dimensional, Calabi Yau cone, and it can be
described by a symplectic quotient or a linear sigma model language. In [7] it is shown
that:
IrrF ♭
FI
0
≃ C8//QtI , IrrF ♭FII
0
≃ C9//QtII , (4.23)
where the charge matrices Q are respectively:
QtI =
(
0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
)
, QtII =
(
1 1 0 −1 0 −1 −1 0 1
0 1 0 −1 0 0 −1 1 0
0 1 −1 0 −1 1 0 0 0
)
. (4.24)
IrrF ♭
FI
0
can be described by a toric diagram in Z6 (in this specific case g + 2 = 6), with 8
vectors that satisfy 2 linear relations, while IrrF ♭
FII
0
can be described by a toric diagram in
Z6, with 9 vectors that satisfy 3 constraints. This means that the coherent components
of the Master Spaces for the two phases of F0 are different toric varieties. Indeed the two
IrrF ♭ have two different toric diagrams that cannot be mapped one into the other by an
SL(6,Z) transformation. It is natural to wonder how much they are different.
To answer this question let us compute some Hilbert Series as explained in the Ap-
pendix. The toric varieties IrrF ♭ are g+2 dimensional and naturally admit g+2 fugacities
associated to the imaginary U(1) part of each C∗ in the (C∗)g+2 action. From the field
theory point of view we can divide the fugacities into a set associated to the non anoma-
lous symmetries and a set associated to the anomalous symmetries. Let us assign charges
and fugacities to the elementary fields as in Table 2. F1, F2 are the flavor symmetries,
R is the R-symmetry, B is the baryonic symmetry and A1, A2 are two anomalous U(1)
symmetries. We introduce a fugacity t for the R-charge, x, y for the flavor charges, b for
the non anomalous baryonic symmetry and a1, a2 for the anomalous ones with the nor-
malization indicated in the table. We can compute the completely refined Hilbert Series
for the two phases obtaining the result:
H(x, y, t, b, a1, a2;
IrrF ♭
FI
0
) = (4.25)
(1− t2
b2
)(1− b2t2)
(1− bt
a1x
)(1− a1bt
x
)(1− btx
a1
)(1− a1btx)(1 − ta2by )(1− a2tby )(1−
ty
a2b
)(1− a2ty
b
)
;
H(x, y, t, b, a1, a2;
IrrF ♭
FII
0
) =
P (x, y, t, b, a1, a2)
(1− t2xy
a1
)(1− t2x
ya1
)(1− t2y
xa1
)(1− t2
xya1
)
×
1
(1− tbxa1a2)(1− tba1a2x )(1− tyba2 )(1− tbya2 )(1− tbxa1a2 )(1− tba1xa2 )(1−
tya2
b
)(1− ta2
by
)
with P (x, y, t, b, a1, a2) a polynomial in the fugacities. One can check that the two Hilbert
Series are really different. Now the interesting observation is that if we restrict just to
the non anomalous charges, namely we put a1 = a2 = 1, the two Hilbert Series become
exactly the same:
H(x, y, t, b; IrrF ♭
FI
0
) = H(x, y, t, b; IrrF ♭
FII
0
) =
(1− t2
b2
)(1− b2t2)
(1− bt
x
)2(1− btx)2(1− t
by
)2(1− ty
b
)2
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Phase I F1 F2 R B A1 A2 fugacities
A1
1
2
0 1
2
1 1 0 tbxa1
A2 −12 0 12 1 1 0 tba1x
B1 0
1
2
1
2
−1 0 1 tya2
b
B2 0 −12 12 −1 0 1 ta2by
C1
1
2
0 1
2
1 −1 0 tbx
a1
C2 −12 0 12 1 −1 0 tbxa1
D1 0
1
2
1
2
−1 0 −1 ty
ba2
D2 0 −12 12 −1 0 −1 tbya2
Phase II F1 F2 R B A1 A2 fugacities
X1
12
1
2
0 1
2
1 1 1 tbxa1a2
X2
12
−1
2
0 1
2
1 1 1 tba1a2
x
X1
23
0 1
2
1
2
−1 0 −1 ty
ba2
X2
23
0 −1
2
1
2
−1 0 −1 t
bya2
X11
31
1
2
1
2
1 0 −1 0 t2xy
a1
X12
31
1
2
−1
2
1 0 −1 0 t2x
ya1
X21
31
−1
2
1
2
1 0 −1 0 t2y
xa1
X22
31
−1
2
−1
2
1 0 −1 0 t2
xya1
X2
14
0 −1
2
1
2
−1 0 1 ta2
by
X1
14
0 1
2
1
2
−1 0 1 tya2
b
X2
43
−1
2
0 1
2
1 1 −1 tba1
xa2
X1
43
1
2
0 1
2
1 1 −1 tbxa1
a2
Table 2: Global charges for the basic fields of the two phases of the quiver gauge theory
living on the D-brane probing the CY with F0 base.
This verifies our Conjecture. We learn that the coordinate rings of the two varieties are
exactly the same if labeled just in terms of the non anomalous charges. This fact, in a
sense, defines how similar the two varieties are. If the two toric varieties IrrF ♭
FI
0
, IrrF ♭
FII
0
are
isomorphic then there must exist an SL(2,Z) transformation on the a1, a2 fugacities that
maps the Hilbert Series for the two phases. To see if this is possible let us expand the
two functions in powers of t near t = 0,
H(x, y, t, b, a1, a2;
IrrF ♭
FI
0
) = 1 + tb
(
x+
1
x
)(
a1 +
1
a1
)
+
t
b
(
y +
1
y
)(
a2 +
1
a2
)
+ . . .
H(x, y, t, b, a1, a2;
IrrF ♭
FII
0
) = 1 + tba1
(
x+
1
x
)(
a2 +
1
a2
)
+
t
b
(
y +
1
y
)(
a2 +
1
a2
)
+ . . .
It is easy to realize that the two series are quite similar in terms of the non anomalous
charges but differ for the anomalous charges ai, and there is no SL(2,Z) transformation
that can map one series into the other.
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4.2 dP2
The dP2 theory is our second example of a chiral theory. It is the low energy gauge theory
living on a stack of D3 branes at the tip of the complex cone over the second del Pezzo
surface: CC(dP2). It has two toric phases [11, 12] with the matter content given by the
quivers in Figure 5 and superpotentials:
32
3
5
1
4
2 2
2
5
34
 1
2
Figure 5: The toric diagram and the quivers for phases I and II of dP2. We use a block
notation where numbers on the arrows denote number of fields between gauge groups. Phase
II is computed from phase I by dualizing node 5.
WI = X13X34X41 − Y12X24X41 +X12X24X45Y51 −X13X35Y51
+Y12X23X35X51 −X12X23X34X45X51,
WII = Y41X15X54 −X31X15X53 + Y12X23X31 − Y12X24X41 + Y15X53X34X41
−Z41Y15X54 +X12X24Z41 −X12X23X34Y41,
(4.26)
To analyze the Master Spaces and its coherent components we use the Hilbert Series.
The master space is 7 dimensional and therefore we expect 7 U(1) global symmetries, 4 of
which are baryonic that further divide to 2 anomalous and 2 anomaly free charges. These
last two U(1) charges are expected to enhance to E2 = SU(2) × U(1) [27]. Let us refine
the Hilbert Series with all the fugacities associated with the non-anomalous U(1) global
symmetries. We denote the 5 anomaly free fugacities by ti, as given in Table 3. Note
that, in this notation, the symmetries Qi are all R charges. The two baryonic charges
x, b of E2 are related to the ti’s by t1 = x/b, t2 = b
3/x, t3 = 1/b
4, t4 = xb
3, t5 = 1/bx. We
summarize the translation between anomaly free charges in Table 4.
Let us start by computing the Hilbert Series for the complete Master Space F ♭ of the
two phases in terms of just one anomaly free charge, obtained by setting all ti = t. It is
important to stress that t is not a fugacity for the exact R symmetry, which is given in
Table 4, but rather it is a fugacity for a computationally convenient R-symmetry. The
Hilbert Series for the coherent component IrrF ♭ turn out to be exactly the same in the
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Phase I Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 A1 A2 fugacities
X12 1 0 0 0 0 −2 1 t1a2/a21
X35 1 0 0 0 0 −2 1 t1a2/a21
X41 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 t1t2a1a2
X23 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 t2a
3
1
Y51 0 1 1 0 0 1 −2 t2t3a1/a22
X34 0 0 1 0 0 −2 −2 t3/a21a22
Y12 0 0 1 1 0 −2 1 t3t4a2/a21
X45 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 t4a
3
2
X13 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 t4t5a1a2
X24 0 0 0 0 1 1 −2 t5a1/a22
X51 0 0 0 0 1 1 −2 t5a1/a22
Phase II Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 A1 A2 fugacities
X31 1 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 t1t5/a1a2
X12 1 0 0 0 0 −2 1 t1a2/a21
X54 1 0 0 0 0 1 −2 t1a1/a22
X41 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 t1t2a1a2
X23 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 t2a
3
1
X15 0 1 1 0 0 −2 1 t2t3a2/a21
Z41 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 t2t3t4a1a2
Y12 0 0 1 1 0 −2 1 t3t4a2/a21
X53 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 t4a
3
1
Y41 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 t4t5a1a2
X24 0 0 0 0 1 1 −2 t5a1/a22
Y15 0 0 0 0 1 −2 1 t5a2/a21
X34 0 0 1 0 0 −2 −2 t3/a21a22
Table 3: Global charges for the basic fields for the two phases of the quiver gauge theory
living on the D-brane probing the CY with dP2 base. Phase II is computed from phase I
by dualizing node 5.
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Charges R F1 F2 SU(2)H B
Q1
5
√
33−21
16
1
3
0 1 −1
Q2
57−9√33
16
0 1
2
−1 3
Q3
√
33−5
2
−2
3
0 0 −4
Q4
57−9√33
16
0 0 1 3
Q5
5
√
33−21
16
1
3
−1
2
−1 −1
Table 4: A possible choice for the anomaly free baryonic and mesonic charges in terms of
the 5 charges Qi of Table 3 for the dP2 theory. The baryonic symmetries can be enhanced
to a non abelian symmetry SU(2)H × B [27]; the role of this hidden symmetry, which
does not commute with the flavor symmetries, is still to be elucidated.
two phases 8:
H(t; IrrF ♭(dP2)I ) = H(t; IrrF ♭(dP2)II ) =
1 + 2t+ 5t2 + 2t3 + t4
(1− t2)2(1− t)5 .
On the other hand one can easily check that the full Hilbert series for the master space is
different, H(t; F ♭(dP2)I ) 6= H(t; F ♭(dP2)II ), meaning that F ♭ for the two phases is different
and possibly reducible into different irreducible components.
The Hilbert Series for IrrF ♭(dP2)I and IrrF ♭(dP2)II , refined with the fugacities for all the
non-anomalous symmetries are exactly the same:
H(ti;
IrrF ♭(dP2)I ) = H(ti; IrrF ♭(dP2)II )
=
Q(ti)
(1− t1)2(1− t2)(1− t3)(1− t4)(1− t5)2(1− t1t2)(1− t2t3)(1− t3t4)(1− t4t5)
where Q(ti) is the palindromic polynomial:
Q(ti) = 1− (t1t2t3 + t1t3t4 + t1t4t5 + t1t2t5 + t2t3t5 + t3t4t5)
+ (t1t2t3t5 − t1t2t3t4 − t1t2t4t5 + t1t3t4t5 − t2t3t4t5)
+ (t21t2t3t4 + t
2
1t2t4t5 + t1t
2
2t3t5 + t1t2t
2
3t4 + t2t
2
3t4t5 + t1t3t
2
4t5 + t1t2t4t
2
5 + t2t3t4t
2
5 + 4t1t2t3t4t5)
+ (−t21t2t3t4t5 + t1t22t3t4t5 − t1t2t33t4t5 + t1t2t3t24t5 − t1t2t3t4t25)
− (t21t22t3t4t5 + t1t22t23t4t5 + t1t2t23t24t5 + t1t2t3t24t25 + t21t2t3t24t5 + t1t22t3t4t25) + t21t22t33t24t25
8The Hilbert series for the coherent component can be computed using the matrix K defined in [7]
which can be extracted from the F-term equations or, alternatively, from a symplectic quotient description
of the master space using a Molien integral. We refer to [7] for a detailed explanation of the computational
techniques.
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12  4 3     6
 5     1
 2    4 3     6    1
5
 5 1
2
2
2 2
3III                                                    IV
45
3I                                                       II6
2
 4 2
 6 3
Figure 6: The toric diagram and the quivers for phases I, II, III, IV of dP3. We use a block
notation where numbers on the arrows denote number of fields between gauge groups. Phases
(II, III, IV) are computed from phases (I, II, III) by dualizing nodes (6, 4, 1) respectively.
thus confirming our general Conjecture.
We can also refine the Hilbert series with the remaining two fugacities a1, a2 associated
to the field theory anomalous U(1) symmetries. A computation using the charges in Table
3 shows that the completely refined Hilbert series are different: H(ti, a1, a2;
IrrF ♭(dP2)I ) 6=
H(ti, a1, a2;
IrrF ♭(dP2)II ).
4.3 dP3
The dP3 theory is our last example of a chiral theory. It is the low energy gauge theory
living on a stack of D3 branes at the tip of the complex cone over the third del Pezzo
surface: CC(dP3). It has four toric phases with the matter content given by the quivers
in Figure 6 and superpotentials [15, 16]
WI = X13X34X46X61 −X24X46X62 +X12X24X45X51 −X13X35X51
+X23X35X56X62 −X12X23X34X45X56X61,
(4.27)
WII = X13X34X41 −X13X35X51 +X23X35X52 −X26X65X52 +X16X65Y51
−X16X64X41 +X12X26X64X45X51 −X12X23X34X45Y51,
(4.28)
WIII = X23X35X52 −X26X65X52 +X14X46X65Y51 −X12X23Y35Y51 +X43Y35X54
−Y65X54X46 +X12X26Y65X51 −X14X43X35X51,
(4.29)
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WIV = X23X35X52 −X52X26X65 +X65Z54X46 − Z54X41Y15 + Y15Z52X21 − Z52X23Y35
+Y35X54X43 −X54X46Y65 + Y65Y52X26 − Y52X21X15 +X15Y54X41 − Y54X43X35.
(4.30)
There are six non anomalous charges corresponding to the six external points of the
toric diagram. We use the assignment of charges given in [27] and reported in Table 5. We
use the fugacity t to label the R symmetry and fugacities ti, i = 1 . . . 6 for the 6 anomaly
free symmetries Qi, i = 1 . . . 6. As for dP2 the Qi are R-charges. A choice for mesonic and
baryonic anomaly free charges is reported in Table 6.
For simplicity, we consider only the coherent component of the four phases. The
Hilbert series can be computed with the methods explained in [7]. Refining with only one
fugacity ti = t we find
H(t; IrrF ♭(dP3)I ) = H(t; IrrF ♭(dP3)II ) = H(t; IrrF ♭(dP3)III ) = H(t; IrrF ♭(dP3)IV ) =
1 + 4t2 + t4
(1− t)6(1− t2)2
We see that, as expected, the coherent components have the same Hilbert series. The
same is true for the Hilbert series refined with all the six non anomalous charges which is
given for all phases by
H(ti;
IrrF ♭(dP3)) =
P (ti)
(1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)(1− t4)(1− t5)(1− t6)(1− t1t2)(1− t2t3)(1− t3t4)(1− t4t5)(1− t5t6)(1− t6t1)
where P (ti) is the palindromic polynomial
P (ti) = 1− (t1t2t3t4 + t1t2t4t5 + t2t3t4t5 + t1t2t3t6 + t1t3t4t6 + t1t2t5t6 + t2t3t5t6 + t1t4t5t6 + t3t4t5t6)
+ (t1t
2
2t3t4t5 + t1t2t3t
2
4t5 + t
2
1t2t3t4t6 + t1t2t
2
3t4t6 + t1t
2
2t3t5t6 + t
2
1t2t4t5t6 + 4t1t2t3t4t5t6
+ t2t
2
3t4t5t6 + t1t3t
2
4t5t6 + t1t2t4t
2
5t6 + t2t3t4t
2
5t6 + t1t2t3t5t
2
6 + t1t3t4t5t
2
6)
− (t21t22t3t4t5t6 + t1t22t23t4t5t6 + t21t2t3t24t5t6 + t1t2t23t24t5t6 + t1t22t3t4t25t6 + t1t2t3t24t25t6
+ t21t2t3t4t5t
2
6 + t1t2t
2
3t4t5t
2
6 + t1t2t3t4t
2
5t
2
6) + t
2
1t
2
2t
2
3t
2
4t
2
5t
2
6
The fully refined Hilbert series depending on eight fugacities is instead different for
the various phases.
The Hilbert series simplifies if the flavor charges F1, F2 are neglected. The fields can
be organized into representations of a symmetry SU(3)H × SU(2)H , with y1, y2 weights
for SU(3) and x weight for SU(2) as discussed in [27]. The Hilbert series can be written
as
H(t, y1, y2, x;
IrrF ♭(dP3)) =
(
1 + t2[0, 1; 0]− [1, 0; 0]t4 − t6)PE [t[1, 0; 1] + t2[0, 1; 0]] (4.31)
It is not clear whether this expression implies the existence of a hidden symmetry, since
the series expansion in representations contains negative signs. Moreover the SU(3)H ×
SU(2)H symmetry does not commute with the flavor symmetry. A different SU(3) ×
SU(2), enhancing also anomalous symmetries, was used in [7] to find a positive sign
expansion for the Hilbert series of dP3 into irreducible representations.
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I Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 II Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6
X35 1 0 0 0 0 1 X35 1 0 0 0 0 1
X12 1 0 0 0 0 0 X12 1 0 0 0 0 0
X46 1 1 0 0 0 0 X41 1 1 0 0 0 1
X23 0 1 0 0 0 0 X65 1 1 0 0 0 0
X51 0 1 1 0 0 0 X23 0 1 0 0 0 0
X34 0 0 1 0 0 0 X51 0 1 1 0 0 0
X62 0 0 1 1 0 0 X34 0 0 1 0 0 0
X45 0 0 0 1 0 0 X16 0 0 1 1 0 0
X13 0 0 0 1 1 0 X52 0 0 1 1 1 0
X56 0 0 0 0 1 0 X13 0 0 0 1 1 0
X24 0 0 0 0 1 1 X45 0 0 0 1 0 0
X61 0 0 0 0 0 1 X64 0 0 0 0 1 0
Y51 0 0 0 0 1 1
X26 0 0 0 0 0 1
III Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 IV Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6
X12 1 0 0 0 0 0 X41 1 0 0 0 0 0
X35 1 0 0 0 0 1 X35 1 0 0 0 0 1
X54 1 1 0 0 0 1 Z52 1 0 0 0 1 1
X65 1 1 0 0 0 0 X65 1 1 0 0 0 0
X23 0 1 0 0 0 0 Y52 1 1 1 0 0 0
X51 0 1 1 0 0 0 X54 1 1 0 0 0 1
X46 0 0 1 0 0 0 X23 0 1 0 0 0 0
Y35 0 0 1 1 0 0 Y15 0 1 1 0 0 0
X52 0 0 1 1 1 0 Y54 0 1 1 1 0 0
Y65 0 0 0 1 1 0 X46 0 0 1 0 0 0
X14 0 0 0 1 0 0 Y35 0 0 1 1 0 0
X43 0 0 0 0 1 0 X52 0 0 1 1 1 0
Y51 0 0 0 0 1 1 X21 0 0 0 1 0 0
X26 0 0 0 0 0 1 Y65 0 0 0 1 1 0
Z54 0 0 0 1 1 1
X43 0 0 0 0 1 0
X15 0 0 0 0 1 1
X26 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 5: Global charges for the basic fields for the four phases of the quiver gauge theory
living on the D-brane probing the CY with dP3 base.
5 The partition function for N > 1
The plethystic program can be efficiently applied to the study of the coherent component
of the moduli space for N > 1 [9]. The Hilbert series gN(t;X), counting the combined
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Charges R F1 F2 SU(3)H SU(2)H
Q1
1
3
−1
3
−1
6
1 0 −1
Q2
1
3
−1
6
−1
3
−1 1 1
Q3
1
3
1
6
−1
6
0 −1 −1
Q4
1
3
1
3
1
6
1 0 1
Q5
1
3
1
6
1
3
−1 1 −1
Q6
1
3
−1
6
1
6
0 −1 1
Table 6: A possible choice for the anomaly free baryonic and mesonic charges in terms of
the 6 charges Qi of Table 5 for the dP3 theory. The baryonic symmetries can be enhanced
to a non abelian symmetry SU(3)H × SU(2)H [27]; the role of this hidden symmetry,
which does not commute with the flavor symmetries, is still to be elucidated.
baryonic and mesonic gauge invariant operators parameterizing the coherent component
at finite N , is obtained from the Hilbert series for N = 1, which we computed in the
previous sections. In the notation of the previous Sections g1(t;X) ≡ H(t; IrrF ♭X). As
shown in [9], the plethystic program requires a decomposition of the N = 1 generating
function into sectors of definite baryonic charge, to which the plethystic exponential is
applied.
Since the quiver gauge theories corresponding to different toric phases are Seiberg
dual, the validity of the Pletystic program requires that it commutes with toric duality.
As is shown below this is indeed the case.
The general construction in [9] is based on a decomposition of the Hilbert series
g1(ti;X) refined with the non anomalous charges
g1(ti;X) =
∑
β1,...,βK
m(β1, . . . , βK)g1,β1,...,βK(ti;X) (5.32)
on the lattice (the GKZ fan) of an auxiliary toric variety, which is the space of Ka¨hler
parameters of the original toric threefold X . This variety is of dimension K = I − 3 + d,
where I is the number of internal points and d is the number of vertices of the toric
diagram of X . The lattice can be parametrized with a set of integer Ka¨hler parameters
β1, . . . , βK . The generating functions g1,β1,...,βK are geometrical in nature and they can
be computed using the equivariant index theorem, as given in Equation (4.18) of [9].
g1,β1,...,βK is given by a monomial in the baryonic fugacities multiplied by a non trivial
function in the mesonic fugacities. m(β1, . . . , βK) are integer multiplicities. We will not
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enter in the details of this construction and we refer the reader to [9]. The important
point for our ensuing discussions is that the plethystic program can be applied to the
N = 1 partition functions at each point of the GKZ fan in order to obtain the finite N
generating function
g(ti;X) :=
∞∑
N=0
νNgN(t;X) =
∑
β1,...,βK
m(β1, . . . , βK)PE [νg1,β1,...,βK(t;X)] . (5.33)
It is a general conjecture that all N = 1 generating functions for toric quivers can be
decomposed as in (5.32). We tested this conjecture for a series of selected models. We
will refer in the following to all the models where the previous construction is applicable.
Note that the construction is manifestly independent of the toric phase. In fact, as
described above, g1(ti;X), refined with the non anomalous charges, is the same in all toric
phases and g1,β1,...,βK can be computed from the geometry of X only. This ensures that
the GKZ prescription, when applicable, commutes with toric duality.
The N = 1 master spaces of different phases are in general different algebraic varieties,
but the spectrum of BPS operators parameterizing the coherent component, written in
terms of the non anomalous charges, is the same, both for N = 1 and for arbitrary N > 1.
5.1 F0 and multiplicities
We now consider the specific example of F0 where we can write quite explicit formulae
and discuss the issue of multiplicity.
e
a a
b b
c c
d d
Figure 7: The Kahler GKZ decomposition for F0, and the GKZ quivers for phases F
I
0 and F
II
0 .
The Ka¨hler moduli space for F0 is of dimension two. The localization partition func-
tions g1,β1,...,β2 have been computed in [9] and read
g1,β1,β2(t1, t2, x, y;F0) =
tβ11 t
β2
2 x
−β1y−β2
(1− x2)(1− t21t22
x2y2
)(1− y2)
+
tβ11 t
β2
2 x
β1y−β2
(1− 1/x2)(1− t21t22x2/y2)(1− y2)
+
tβ11 t
β2
2 x
−β1yβ2
(1− x2)(1− t21t22y2/x2)(1− 1/y2)
+
tβ11 t
β2
2 x
β1yβ2
(1− 1/x2)(1− t21t22x2y2)(1− 1/y2)
(5.34)
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where we set t1 = tb, t2 = t/b. Note that the dependence on b of the functions g1,β1,...,β2 is
purely multiplicative and is given by bβ1−β2 .
To use decomposition (5.32) we need to compute the multiplicitiesm(β1, . . . , βK) which
in general is a difficult task. We proposed in [9] that, in simple models, the multiplicity
of points in the GKZ lattice is counted by an auxiliary partition function, so-called
Zaux and defined as follows. Take the simpler quiver than the original by neglecting any
repeated arrows and then form the space of open but not closed loops in this simplified
quiver. Zaux is simply the (refined) Hilbert series of the ring of open paths modulo loops
and relations and it is a generating function for multiplicities. For example, in the case of
F0, we can grade the ring with t1, t2 which play the role of GKZ parameters. Multiplicities
can be read from the expansion
Zaux(t1, t2) =
∑
β1,β2
m(β1, . . . , β2)t
β1
1 t
β2
2 (5.35)
The procedure to determine the refined generating function g1 in (5.32) is now to replace
a term tβ11 t
β2
2 in Zaux(t1, t2) by the expression for g1,β1,β2.
We now compute the auxiliary partition function for F0. In addition to t1, t2 we can
use the anomalous symmetries to grade the ring of open paths in the quiver. The auxiliary
function depends on dimer combinatorics and, apparently, it depends on the toric phase.
It is interesting to compute the fully refined auxiliary function Zaux(t1, t2, a1, a2) and
compare the result obtained for the various toric phases.
In phase I we can form a single loop in the simplified quiver, and the GKZ ideal is
abcd = 0. The auxiliary partition function is:
Zaux(t1, t2, a1, a2;F
I
0) =
1− t21t22
(1− t1a1)(1− t1/a1)(1− t2a2)(1− t2/a2) . (5.36)
In phase II we have two closed loops abe, ced and two equivalent open paths, ab and
dc. The GKZ ideal is abe = 0, ced = 0, ab− dc = 0 and its partition function is
Zaux(t1, t2, a1, a2;F
II
0 ) =
(1− t1t2a1)(1− t21t22)
(1− t1a1a2)(1− t1a1/a2)(1− t2a2)(1− t2/a2)(1− t1t2/a1) .
(5.37)
We see that the fully refined auxiliary partition functions are different in different phases.
However, they become equal for a1 = a2 = 1. In particular the multiplicities mβ1,β2 ≡
mI,IIβ1,β2(a1 = 1, a2 = 1) do not depend on the phase.
The N = 1 Hilbert series decomposition can be generalized to the fully refined
g1(t1, t2, x, y, a1, a2). The two auxiliary partition functions can be expanded as
Zaux(t1, t2, a1, a2;F
I,II
0 ) =
∑
β1,β2
mI,IIβ1,...,β2(a1, a2)t
β1
1 t
β2
2 (5.38)
and we have the decomposition, valid in both phases,
g1(t1, t2, x, y, a1, a2,F
I,II
0 ) =
∞∑
β1=0,β2=0
mI,IIβ1,...,β2(a1, a2)g1,β,β′(t1, t2, x, y). (5.39)
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We see that the GKZ decomposition works in all toric phases of F0, with details that
depend on the detailed form of the quiver when anomalous charges are introduced. Never-
theless, the Hilbert series g1(t1, t2, x, y;F0), the auxiliary partition function Zaux(t1, t2;F0)
and the multiplicities mβ1,β2 do not depend on the toric phase. As a result, the partition
function for the chiral ring for N > 1 graded with non anomalous charges is the same in
all phases. This is consistent with Seiberg duality.
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Appendix
A Toric geometry and Hilbert Series
Consider an algebraic variety V defined as the zero locus of a set of polynomials pi ∈
C[x1, . . . , xk] in k variables. All regular algebraic functions on V are given by the restric-
tions of polynomials C[x1, . . . , xk] to V. The set of regular functions has the algebraic
structure of a ring, called the coordinate ring of V and denoted by C[V]. It is given
explicitly by
C[V] = C[x1, . . . , xk]
(p1, . . . , pl)
(A.40)
The affine variety V is completely characterized by its coordinate ring, in the sense that
two varieties are isomorphic if and only if they have isomorphic coordinate rings 9.
In this paper we make extensive use of the Hilbert Series (HS) to characterize the
algebraic varieties we are interested in. Let us recall what a Hilbert Series is. Given an
algebraic variety V with an action of an abelian group U(1)m, we have an induced action
on the coordinate ring C[V]. Let us define a set of fugacities ti, with i = 1, . . . , m for
the action of U(1)m. The Hilbert Series is the generating function for the coordinate ring
C[V]. It can be defined as the rational function whose expansion in power series for small
ti is
H(t1, . . . , tm;V) =
∑
j1,...,jm
cj1,...,jmt
j1
1 · · · tjmm , (A.42)
9The variety, as a set of points, can be completely reconstructed from C[V ]. In the more formal
language of algebraic geometry, V is identified with the spectrum of the ring C[V ], i.e. the collection of
its prime ideals,
V = Spec C[V ]. (A.41)
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where cj1,...,jm is the number of (algebraic) holomorphic functions with U(1)
m charges
j1, . . . , jm.
The Hilbert series contains a lot of information about the variety V, but it is not in
general a complete characterization of it. Different varieties may have the same Hilbert
series. The story, however, is different in the context of toric geometry, which is the
relevant case for this paper. After all the Master Space IrrF ♭ for a three dimensional
toric CY singularity X is always a toric variety. As we discuss in this appendix toric,
affine, irreducible varieties are completely determined by their fully refined Hilbert series
(modulo a change of basis).
Recall that a toric variety V of dimension n is a complex algebraic variety that admits
an action of the (C∗)n torus [28]. All the properties of an affine irreducible n dimensional
toric variety V and of its coordinate ring C[V] are encoded in a set of combinatorial data,
the toric diagram σ, which is a rational polyhedral cone in Zn defined by a set of integer
vectors Vi, i = 1, . . . , d. Equally important for the algebraic characterization of the variety
is the dual cone σ∗ defined by,
σ∗ =
{
y ∈ Rn|li(y) = V ji yj ≥ 0, i = 1 . . . d
}
. (A.43)
The importance of σ∗ comes from the fact that there is a one to one correspondence
between integer points in σ∗ and monomial functions f(x1, . . . , xk) in the coordinate ring.
There is exactly one monomial function for each point in the dual cone. This can be
expressed at the algebraic level as
V = Spec C[V] = Spec[σ∗ ∩ Zn] . (A.44)
The last equality in (A.44) means that the coordinate ring and the variety itself are
completely determined by the dual cone σ∗.
We can now define the HS as in (A.42), and refine it with as many fugacities ti as the
complex dimension of the variety. To write the HS we need to compute charges for all the
elements in the coordinate ring. This is particularly simple in the toric case, where the
charges of a monomial function are given by the integer coordinates of the corresponding
point in σ∗ ∩Zn. In particular, there is a single holomorphic function with a specified set
of charges j1, . . . , jn. This means that in Equation (A.42), the coefficients cj1,...,jn have
value 0 or 1. Hence the HS becomes a generating function for the integer points in the
dual cone and it determines the variety itself.
The entire construction depends on a choice of basis for Zn. All such choices are related
by SL(n,Z) transformations and give isomorphic varieties. Due to the freedom in choosing
a basis for the lattice of charges, the functions have the same degree of arbitrariness. We
conclude that, in the toric case, the fully refined HS with all the fugacities associated to
the n toric actions defines the toric variety up to SL(n,Z) transformations.
For completeness, we describe the explicit algebraic-geometric description of the toric
variety. We need to consider the cone σ∗ as a semi-group and find its generators over the
integer numbers. The primitive vectors pointing along the edges generate the cone over
the real numbers but we generically need to add other vectors to obtain a basis over the
integers. We denote by Wj , with j = 1, . . . , k, a set of generators of σ
∗ over the integers.
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σ∗ ∩ Z = Z≥0W1 + · · ·+ Z≥0Wk (A.45)
The k vectors Wj generating the dual cone in Z
n are clearly linearly dependent for
k > n, and they satisfy some linear relations
k∑
j=1
ps,jWj = 0 ps,j ∈ Z (A.46)
To each vector Wj we associate a coordinate xj in some ambient space C
k. The linear
relations (A.46) translate into a set of multiplicative relations among the coordinates xj ,
x
ps,1
1 x
ps,2
2 · · ·xps,kk = 1 for ∀s (A.47)
By clearing denominators, we obtain a set of polynomial equations for the affine toric
variety V.
A.1 A simple example
We give an example of two toric varieties which have the same Hilbert Series, when
restricted to a particular set of fugacities, but different fully refined Hilbert Series. We use
two familiar three dimensional Calabi Yau singularities: the conifold C and the C2/Z2×C
singularity. They can be embedded in C4, with coordinates x, y, w, z, using the two
quadrics, respectively:
xy = wz , xy = w2
These two singularities are clearly not isomorphic. Indeed if we define the charges of the
coordinates as in Table 7, and we introduce the fugacities t1, t2, t3 for the three U(1), the
C U(1)1 U(1)2 U(1)3 C2/Z2 × C U(1)1 U(1)2 U(1)3
x 1 0 0 x 1 0 0
y 0 1 0 y 0 1 0
w 0 0 1 w 1/2 1/2 0
z 1 1 −1 z 0 0 1
Table 7: The mesonic charges of the Conifold C and of the orbifold C2/Z2 × C.
fully refined Hilbert Series for the two varieties are different
H(t1, t2, t3; C) = 1− t1t2
(1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)(1− t1t2t3 )
H(t1, t2, t3;C
2/Z2 × C) = 1− t1t2
(1− t1)(1− t2)(1−
√
t1t2)(1− t3)
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and not related by an SL(3,Z) transformation. It is easy to check that if we restrict to
the diagonal U(1) with fugacities t1 = t2 = t3 = t, the Hilbert Series become equal
H(t; C) = H(t;C2/Z2 × C) = 1− t
2
(1− t)4
Here we see a situation similar to the ones studied in the main text: two different toric
varieties, but with the same unrefined Hilbert Series.
In this specific case we can understand what is going on. The two toric varieties
are related by a complex deformation. Indeed they belong to the family of quadrics
xy = awz + bw2, where a and b are two complex parameters, which interpolate between
the conifold and the A1 singularity. More generally, every quadratic equation in (x, y, w, z)
has Hilbert Series
H(t;Q2(ξ)) =
1− t2
(1− t)4 . (A.48)
if we associate the fugacity t to all the four variables ξ = (x, y, w, z). From the unrefined
Hilbert Series we learn that the conifold and the A1 singularity belong to the same family
of complex varieties, obtained by considering all quadrics in x, y, w, z that preserve the
diagonal U(1), but that generically break the other U(1)s.
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